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Guidelines for oral presentations and preparation of slides 1 J.-L. Bertrand-Krajewski Université de Lyon, INSA Lyon, LGCIE, 34 avenue des Arts, 69621 Villeurbanne cedex, France. email: [email protected]



Introduction The following guidelines are given to help you to prepare your oral presentations and your slides. They should be considered as suggestions based on experience, and not as strict and mandatory rules. As an oral presentation also reflects the personality of its author, it is obvious that rules should be adapted by each speaker. The following guidelines are provided to avoid lousy presentations: if you follow them, you increase your chance of giving an attractive and successful presentation, but it is not an absolute guarantee. Oral presentations remain a kind of art, and techniques are necessary but never sufficient...



Oral presentation - you should speak distinctly and slowly. - you should speak to the audience in front of you, and not to the laptop or to the screen on the wall. - if you want to show a detail on a slide, use a pointer or the mouse of your laptop, but do not turn to face the screen. - you should vary the rhythm and the intonation during your presentation. Monotonic presentations are absolutely boring for the audience: even if giving a scientific presentation is not an actor performance, it should be living. However, keep always in mind that the scientific content remains the most important aspect: the most living presentation will never compensate poor scientific content or quality. - when no microphone is available, you should speak loud enough to be heard from the last row in the room. - if you do not feel comfortable to speak without notes (especially when you have to speak in a language which is not your mother-tongue), reading some notes is acceptable and better than a confusing and hesitating speech. However, if you read, you should avoid two major obstacles: i) reading too fast and ii) not looking at the audience. Nevertheless, if you speak about a topic you are familiar with (isn’t it your work?), do you really think that written notes are necessary? - you should keep an eye on your watch (or on any other similar tool like automatic progress bar, etc.) to respect your allocated time. If the chairperson asks you to conclude and if you (1) Published in "Sewer networks and processes within urban water systems" (Bertrand-Krajewski et al., editors). London (UK): IWA Publishing, WEMS - Water and Environmental Management Series, November 2004, 152-154. ISBN 1 84339 506 1. Revised version for JDHU 2014 (modifications in blue characters).



know that you will be late, there is only one solution: skip some slides from your presentation and conclude! It is your responsibility to prepare a presentation that you can give within the allocated time. Respecting your time is also respecting the following speaker(s) and the audience. - you should avoid remaining static during your presentation: some movements are welcome to have a living presentation. Do not be fixed to the mouse of your laptop! Inversely, do not be frenetic and agitated. - as much as possible, depending on your degree of practice, check your corporal attitude: do not be aggressive or shy, keep open arms (hands in your pockets is not the best attitude), be relax and smile sometimes: it is always surprising to observe how the audience behaviour reflects your own attitude...



Slides - do not use vertical slides: there are always problems with screen format and dimensions! - use simple fonts (like Arial...) that everybody can easily read from the last row in the room. Do not use fonts with thick and thin aspects (e.g. Times Roman font): such fonts have been created to be read from short distance in newspapers and books, not for long distance in conference rooms! Legibility: this is the main objective. - for slides titles, use CAPITAL (i.e. upper case) characters. - minimum character size for slide titles: 30-32 pt. - minimum character size for other words: 20-22 pt. - maximum number of lines of text on each slide: 6-7 lines. If more ideas have to be introduced, use two slides or more. - maximum number of words on each slide: 35-40 words. The slides shall not be used to display your full sentences but only some kind of keywords, fundamental elements or a thread which i) help the audience to follow your presentation, and ii) help you to remember what you have to say about each slide. If you need some more detailed written notes or sentences, use a separate sheet of paper or the “comments” tool in PowerPoint to read them: do not write them on your slides. Keep in mind that if too many words or sentences are written on your slides, the audience will try to read them and will not listen to you any longer! - never use some simple “copy-paste” from previous written papers or documents, even for figures and tables. Adapt them specifically for your slides, by using appropriate fonts, character size, colours, thickness of lines and drawings, etc. - use colours, but in an appropriate way: sufficient contrasts to facilitate legibility, not too many various colours which lead to confusion. - as much as possible, avoid words and use graphs, figures, schemes, etc. - on your first slide, some logos of institutions can be displayed if necessary. But it is sufficient to have them of this first slide: if you keep them on all slides, you stupidly loose space for the rest of the information. It is a scientific presentation, not an advertising show for trademarks!



- use the available surface as much as possible to display LARGE characters, LARGE graphs and LARGE figures. Keeping on all slides some logos or other background elements (e.g. like top, bottom or lateral banners) leads to a reduced usable space. One of the typical consequence of such a misuse of space is that you will use only 40 to 50 % of the surface and that you will frequently have to say something like: “I know that you can’t read (or see) this figure (or this table), but…”. - concerning tables of numerical values, the typical syndrome consists to copy-paste something like an Excel spread sheet and to explain the audience that: “I know you can’t read, but the only interesting values are at the intersection of column 7 and lines 5 and 6...”. In other words, tables shall be SPECIFICALLY ADAPTED for slides: display ONLY the values about which you will give comments and explanations. Values that you do not use in your presentation shall not be on the slide. The paper in the proceedings is a very good solution to display more values... - to check the legibility of your slides, a simple test is suggested. Display your presentation on your computer screen and stand at a distance of 2.5 to 3 m from the screen: you should be able to read all texts, figures and tables without difficulty. - communication technologies are very nice and powerful, but sometimes also very uncertain: save and bring systematically TWO copies of your PowerPoint files. - be careful if you plan to have some animations in your PowerPoint slides: check that the PowerPoint release that will be available during the conference is fully compatible with the release you used to prepare your slides. In case of doubt, it is better to remove complex animations because there is a high risk that they will not run properly. - test your presentation on the conference computer (pre-view test): it is now a usual request by conference organisers. - maximum number of slides: it depends on your own style of presentation, but typically should not be above approx. 1 slide per minute.
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Guidelines for Presentations - Reesonomics 

Attach a bibliography â€“ a comprehensive overview of the used sources â€“ at the end. IV. Final provisions. 1. Only the main text counts towards the word limit. 2.
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Guidelines for abstracts 1 - JLBK 

Test of a hypothesis or of a theory, experimental or laboratory measurements to ... answer or not your above scientific questions, how they may validate or not ...
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ABSTRACT PREPARATION AND GUIDELINES 

1Groupe de Physiologie et Pathologie vÃ©gÃ©tales, FacultÃ© des Sciences et Techniques,. BP 92208, 2, rue de la HoussiniÃ¨re, F-44322 Nantes Cedex 3, France.
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Guidelines for session rapporteurs 1 - JLBK 

This occurs frequently, as new results have been obtained by the authors between the time they wrote the paper for the conference proceedings and the time of.
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Guidelines for session chairpersons 1 - JLBK 

... WEMS - Water and Environmental Management Series, November 2004, 155-157. ... facilitating and managing answers from the audience and answers from the ... may be suggested between the papers, and to prepare some questions for ... room and check t
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Guidelines for â€œ Advocatus diaboli â€� - JLBK 

This occurs frequently, as new results have been obtained by the authors between the time they wrote the paper for the conference proceedings and the time of ...
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abstract preparation and guidelines - SITE DU RFP 

GOUBET Florence, WONG Vicky, BARTON Chris, ZHANG Zhinong and DUPREE. Paul. Department of Biochemistry, University of Cambridge, Building O, ...
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1. abstracts selected for oral and flash presentations 2 2. abstracts 

Sep 17, 2014 - best clinical benefit reducing the motor UPDRS and the study has ..... A potential solution to this would be to divide each cylindrical electrode ..... This new approach ...... This brain area is a key part of the default mode network 
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slides 

Then autput can be classically efficiently sumulokd.. More preuvely: com Compude (fatafont)=Po -Py iw poly time.O will quwe proof & funthus rguh cance of nn, ...
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slides 

Justifications Axiomatic (concave, subadditive, invariant) l Equiprobability for .... Scalar curvature R = function of or degree of polarisation) r41, Rw-tom? Benistus ...
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Presentations and lectures 

However, lectures do have a role in motivating students and maintaining a sense of common purpose. Accordingly .... Remember Murphy's Law! Subject Author.
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oral presentations - Site web de JÃ©rÃ´me Coste 

Jun 23, 2017 - must be emphasised that DBS is a labour-intensive and lifelong therapy that ...... sural nerve; Schwann cells, after injury, transdifferentiate to become â€œrepair ..... Michael T. Barbe (1), Steven Gill (8), Alan Whone (9), Mauro Port
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For Oral and Reading Practice 

Pourquoi est-ce qu'il y a une limousine devant l'Ã©cole? Personne B: Je ne sais pas. Personne A : Peut-Ãªtre quelqu'un de cÃ©lÃ¨bre arrive? Personne B : Oui!
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THE PREPARATION OF ACTIONS AND 

action has been a neglected issue in the response preparation literature. Probably the more important of ..... were also noted in the analysis. A precue type by.
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THE PREPARATION OF ACTIONS AND 

Timothy D. LEE, Digby ELLIOTT and Heather CARNAHAN. McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada. Accepted May 1987. Some information processing models ...
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slides 

Aug 29, 2009 - (â€œhealth insuranceâ€�, â€œclimate changeâ€�, â€œnational securityâ€�, â€œsuper Tuesdayâ€� .... common â€œresourceâ€� and a set of citation links between blogs.
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CRIMP and BRUGES formula - JLBK 

Short Historical Dictionary on Urban Hydrology and Drainage. Â© Jean-Luc Bertrand-Krajewski - 02/2005. 1. CRIMP and BRUGES formula. See MANNING ...
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Slides 

May 10, 2010 - Kernel.jsp. Download appropriate ... Download Yxes variant from remote server. Store in .... Signed with a developer certificate (basic capabilities only) ... SKServer hide.sisx contains SMS text 'A very interesting sexy game!'.
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Slides 

-rw-r--r-- 1 axelle axelle 664 Dec 20 03:36 CERT.RSA ... Enumerate all apps, collecting meta data â†’ Often new apps ..... Data mining to compute weights.
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slides 

Roadmap. I. Introduction (problem statement + data model). II. State of the art (Localization via Capon beamforming and MUSIC). III. Localization via PARAFAC.
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Slides 

Mar 4, 2014 - Proof using the coupling technique main problem: given l queries, upper bound the probability that, for every two consecutive rounds, the l + ...
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slides 

There's an Android app for the alarm. â–· Protect your house against burglars. â–· Controllable by SMS. But it's not very user friendly... Comply to a strict SMS ...
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guidelines for multimodal - Department of Information and Computing 

User Interface Design. GUIDELINES FOR MULTIMODAL of multimodal systems from the ground up (see articles by Cohen and McGee and. Pieraccini et al. in ...
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Guidelines for the Identification, Evaluation, and Management of 

Exudative retinal detachment. Retinal hemorrhage/edema. Retinal vessel tortuosity or perivascular edema. Papilledema. Vitreal hemorrhage. Hyphema.
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